Tone recognition is partially subserved by neural activity in the right frontal and primary auditory cortices. First we determined the brain areas associated with tone perception and recognition. This study then examined how regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) in these and other brain regions correlates with the behavioral characteristics of a difficult tone recognition task. rCBF changes were assessed using H2
Introduction
Tone recognition and auditory memory have been studied behaviorally and physiologically using lesions and functional imaging in humans and monkeys. Results from these various investigations support a model of auditory recognition which relies heavily on the roles of the right frontal cortex and primary auditory cortices bilaterally (Zatorre, 1985; Massopust et al., 1967; Colombo et al., 1990 Colombo et al., , 1996 Zatorre et al., 1996) .
In humans the roles of the right and left superior temporal gyri in nonspeech sound recognition, memory, sequencing and discrimination have been partially elucidated through studies of patients with temporal lobe excisions (indicated for treatment of intractable epilepsy). The role of the right hemisphere in nonspeech auditory stimulus processing, especially the right frontal lobe, has been partially defined (Samson and Zatorre, 1988; Zatorre, 1985; Zatorre and Samson, 1991) . Zatorre and colleagues demonstrated that patients with right fronto-temporal lesions performed the worst in tone discrimination. Recognition and discrimination of nonspeech auditory stimuli have also been investigated with functional imaging methods. Substantial agreement exists between diverse experiments, especially regarding the role of the right temporal and right frontal lobes (Roland et al., 1981; Mazziotta et al., 1983; Cohen et al., 1992; Zatorre et al., 1992 Zatorre et al., , 1994 . The role of the right frontal lobe in short-term auditory memory is supported by these investigations but recent studies also support a general memory retrieval role for the right prefrontal cortex (Squire et al., 1992; Grasby et al., 1994; Shallice et al., 1994; D'Esposito et al., 1995; Grady et al., 1995; Nyberg et al., 1995) .
In this study we have partially defined the functional anatomy associated with tone recognition; a correlational analysis of response time (RT) versus regional cerebral blood f low (rCBF), generated during the recognition condition, indicates a dynamic relationship between regions subserving slow versus rapid recognition decisions. Interpretation of these physiological patterns was enhanced by determining the relationship between RT and the odds of making a correct choice.
Materials and Methods

Subjects
Twelve healthy volunteers, all right-handed, six males and six females, participated in the study; ages ranged from 23 to 40 years old, their mean age was 28 (SD = 4.64 years). They were recruited from the community through newspaper advertisements. Subjects gave informed, signed consent and were paid for their time. This study was approved by the University of Mar yland Human Volunteers Investigational Review Board, and the Johns Hopkins Joint Committee on Clinical Investigation. Subjects were medication free and medically healthy. Axis I and II psychiatric diagnoses were absent by determination through the structured clinical interview (Spitzer and Williams, 1988; Spitzer et al., 1992; Williams et al., 1992) . None of the subjects played a musical instrument or participated in musical activities. Active participation in musical activities was a specific exclusionary rule.
Stimuli and Training
Subjects began training on the tone recognition task 2-3 weeks prior to a positron emission tomography (PET) scan study. Testing occurred in a quiet, isolated room. The purposes of the training were to eliminate stimulus/task novelty, determine what frequency difference (using 1500 Hz as a reference tone) between the test and reference tones reliably provided an 80% accuracy performance of the subject, and to reduce performance variability within and between subjects.
The subjects were tested on a forced-choice auditory recognition task. Subjects were trained on sets of 100 trials, six to eight sets per training session, and five sessions per subject. Subjects were instructed to press the button in the right hand when they recognized the high-frequency reference tone (always 1500 Hz) and the button in their left hand when they recognized the low-frequency tone, fixed for a set of 100 trials. An equal number of high and low tones was presented in each stimulus condition, in random order. Tones lasted 100 ms. Following the termination of the signal the subject had 1.9 s to respond before the next trial was presented. The intertrial interval of 2 s (onset of first tone to onset of the subsequent tone) was fixed. Failure to respond was scored as an error. Response times were calculated from the onset of the stimulus to the button press. Subjects were encouraged to be accurate as possible. Speed was not emphasized.
Training-set tone frequency was systematically modified as subjects became increasingly accurate in recognizing tones that were more similar to the reference tone. In the first training session the frequency differences between the high and low tones ranged from 700 to 20 Hz. Performance on this initial group of tests was used to locate a subject's '80% accuracy window', the frequency difference between the reference tone and some lower frequency tone that elicited 80% recognition accuracy. The order of these sessions was randomized and counterbalanced.
Before tone recognition testing began each subject was presented with 20 trials each of reference tones, and test tones that differed from the reference tone by 700, 300, and 100 Hz. If they could recognize at least 70% of the trials at 700 Hz frequency difference, practice continued. Subjects performed ∼80-100% on these practice trials.
Tones were 72 dB sound pressure based on a 5 s tone analysis. The 100 ms stimuli were presented against a constant broadband noise background of 64 dB A scale. Decibel levels represent the energy associated with a 100 ms tone pulse.
The tones program was delivered binaurally through headphones, and the responses collected on a personal computer modified with an acoustic processor. We used pure tones that exhibited a symmetric harmonic content.
Outcome measures were extracted from all 60 trials generated in sensory motor control (SMC) and decision (DEC) scan sessions. These measures were mean accuracy, and mean RT for accurate trials.
PET Scanning
PET scans were obtained using the General Electric 4096+ system, which produces 15 brain image slices at an intrinsic resolution of 6.1 mm in each dimension. The bolus H2 15 O method (Raichle et al., 1983) Eyes were open in all three conditions. In the REST condition the subject was inactive, ears were unplugged, tone stimuli and motor activity were absent. SMC consisted of the subject listening to the same tones presented during the DEC condition, and alternating right/left button presses in synchrony with the tones. Subjects were asked to respond as soon as they heard the tone. The DEC condition consisted of the subject pressing the right button when a high-frequency tone was recognized and the left button when the low-frequency tone was detected. Within a given scan the frequencies of the two tones were held constant. Sixty trials were delivered during each scan; tones began 15 s prior to tracer delivery, and scan acquisition began 20 s after dose delivery. PET data were acquired for 60 s.
Data Analysis
Following transfer to a Sun Microsystems SPARC 10 computer (Sunnyvale, CA) data were analyzed with modified statistical parametric mapping routines (SPM95). This software package was developed by Karl J. Friston and colleagues of the Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK, and implemented in Matlab (Mathworks Inc. Sherborn, MA). This analysis makes use of the general linear model to create the statistical map, SPM{z}, and the theory of Gaussian fields to make statistical inference about regional effects (Worsley et al., 1992; Poline and Mazoyer, 1993; Friston et al., 1994 Friston et al., , 1995b . Brief ly, as reviewed by Poline et al. (1996) , to test for the significance of an activation in a statistical map it is necessary to determine the probability that the maximum value in the map is greater than a given threshold t under the null hypothesis, when no activation is present. At high thresholds clusters of high Z value pixels are independent and the number of clusters above the threshold t value follows a Poisson distribution. In order to determine the probability of a cluster with a high minimum Z value, one must determine the number of resolution elements (resels) in the search volume. The number of resels, in turn, equals the volume of the search region (approximately the gray matter of the brain) divided by the product of full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the point spread function in each dimension (x, y, z) . This autocovariance parameter contributes to the correction for multiple comparisons inherent in brain imaging.
Only clusters of connected voxels above a high threshold, Z = 3.09, were tested for significance using an alpha level of 0.05. The FWHM of the average noise subtraction image was used to determine the number of resels available for analysis in the SPM{z} data set (246 resels were present in a search volume of 47 428 voxels). We then used the threshold of Z = 3.09 to assess the probability, {P(nmax > k)}, of finding a cluster of voxels, connected by face or edge, of a critical size {k} above this statistical threshold. Within each cluster more than one local maximum value is frequently reported. Local maxima represent locations at least one FWHM distance from one another, which are significant by spatial statistical criteria. The larger the cluster, the more local maxima it is likely to contain.
The following contrasts were subjected to these analyses: SMC-REST, REST-SMC, DEC-SMC and SMC-DEC. DEC-REST is not included because the goal of this report is to ascertain which regions change in a stepwise manner with progressive levels of cognitive demand.
Two types of correlational analyses were produced. The first strategy, which used SPM techniques, determined which brain regions were significantly correlated with the mean RT of accurate trials generated during the DEC PET scans. Clusters were deemed significant using the SPM criteria described above. The spatial/anatomical distribution and extent of correlation clusters was mapped onto matching magnetic resonance images (MRI) aligned and warped to fit SPM data. The second approach determined the correlational relationships between the RT-sensitive regions. Pearson product-moment correlations were calculated between the rCBF values of the maxima of each significant RT/DEC cluster. This was done to help ascertain to what extent these regions might be working together when subjects shifted from one RT to another.
Mean accurate RT and accuracy data were analyzed using a repeatedmeasures analysis of variance model in which scan type (SMC or DEC), and scan order (1,2,3,4) were the two independent variables.
Logistic regression analysis was used to determine the relationship between the decision accuracy (dependent variable) and RT (independent variable) (Menard, 1995; Kleinbaum et al., 1988) . Independence of trials was tested and confirmed using the following diagnostic criteria: non-normality of residuals, outlier and inf luential case assessment, linearity of the dependent variable, error term autocorrelation, and error term correlation with independent variables. Each subject was analyzed using all DEC trials from the four PET scans (240 trials total).
Spatial Realignment and Normalization
The scans from each subject were realigned using the first as a reference (Friston et al., 1995a) . The alignment procedure was modified to use 10 iterations to optimize the spatial correlation between data sets; the default procedure uses three iterations. Following realignment all images were transformed into a standard space (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) . The normalization procedure matches each scan to a reference or template image that conforms approximately to the Talairach atlas (Friston et al., 1995a) . Prior to generating the SPM{z} map the data were smoothed using a 12 mm Gaussian kernel.
Results
Task Performance Measures
Subjects reached maximal levels of tone recognition performance in 4-6 h of preparation. In step with each subject's accuracy improvement, the disparity between tones (mean = 16.8 Hz, SD = 8.0) was reduced. The goal was to determine the frequency difference necessary to predictably elicit 80% accuracy scores. This procedure enabled the investigators to successfully specify the tone frequencies needed for each subject on the PET scan occasions. Table 1 illustrates to what extent the 80% accuracy goal was reached for the group of 12 subjects. Small adjustments in frequency difference of 1-5 Hz were sufficient to maintain the average DEC accuracy of all but one subject within 5% of the 80% target during PET studies.
Behavioral data obtained during the PET studies indicate there was no significant interaction between scan type (SMC or DEC) and scan order on RT, F(3,9) = 0.35, P = 0.78. Scan type, however, was highly predictive of RT, F(1,11) = 223.59, P < 0.0001. Subjects were significantly slower during DEC scans than during SMC: SMC{RT} = 412.45 ms, DEC{RT} = 733.35 ms, see Table 1 .
When analyzed for all SMC and DEC scans there was a significant effect of scan order on RT, F(3,9) = 5.06, P = 0.025. Subjects became faster across scans. With regard to SMC{RT} there was a significant scan order effect, F(3,9) = 11.02, P = 0.002. Trend analyses revealed significant linear and quadratic trends. The linear trend statistics were F(1,11) = 18.07, P = 0.001. Post hoc statistical tests revealed that scan 2 SMC{RT} was significantly faster than scan 1, and scan 3 SMC{RT} was significantly faster than scan 2 (P = 0.005 and P = 0.028 respectively): scan 1 = 497.6 ms, scan 2 = 422.3 ms, scan 3 = 361.2 ms and scan 4 = 372.3 ms. MANOVA analyses of scan order effects on DEC{RT} revealed no overall significant effect. Logistic regression was used to determine whether RT predicts the likelihood of making a correct decision (Fig. 1) . The estimated logistic regression coefficient for RT equals -0.0016 and the exponential of this value is 0.9984. The reported standard error for beta is 0.0002 and statistical significance can be assessed by the Wald chi-square statistic (Wald chi-square = 103.8098; P < 0.00001).
Response time (ms) ranged from 103 to 1966. For a RT of 100 ms the probability of making a correct decision is 0.93. In contrast, when the RT is 1900 ms the probability drops to 0.43. The longer a subject waited to indicate a response, the greater was the probability that the decision was incorrect. Because faster responses were associated with relatively high accuracy and slower responses with lower accuracy, the speed of the decision appeared to ref lect the subject's uncertainty. This formulation suggested the utility in making correlational analyses between RT and rCBF, in DEC scan data.
Regional Cerebral Blood Flow Changes
Four rCBF contrasts were generated to determine how behavioral shifts from resting (REST) to sensory-motor control (SMC), to tone recognition decisions (DEC) alter cerebral blood f low patterns: SMC-REST, REST-SMC, DEC-SMC, SMC-DEC. The DEC-SMC contrast and the DEC condition provide the data of greatest interest regarding how the brain changes from simple tone perception to effortful recognition. Increases and decreases were examined because behavioral shifts in cognitive demand are expected to result in meaningful local blood f low enhancements and depressions whether the subject shifts to a behavioral condition of greater or lower demand (Raichle et al., 1994; Holcomb et al., 1996a) . Response time data were correlated with rCBF measurements obtained during the DEC condition in order to assess how changes in speed and 'certainty' were ref lected in neural activity patterns. Mean DEC PET tone task response times (RT, ms) and accuracies (ACC, percent correct) for 60 trials presented during each DEC PET study. Figure 1 . The probability of making a correct response (y axis) is plotted against the response time (ms) associated with each decision trial. Each dotted line represents data from one of the 12 subjects; the single heavy curve is the averaged data for the group. All 240 trials taken from the four decision PET scans are used to estimate each subject's odds. All subjects exhibited a significant decline in probability of making a correct choice as RT increased. Figure 2A and Table 2 REST-SMC subtraction produces four significant clusters containing nine local maxima by spatial extent (Fig. 2B and Table  3 ). The superior frontal cluster and the precuneus are both prominent. Two additional clusters occur in the right middle temporal gyrus and the left superior occipital region.
Blood Flow Changes Associated with Resting and Sensory Motor Control Conditions
Blood Flow Changes Associated with the Decision and
Active Control Conditions DEC-SMC, the difference between tone recognition and the active control state, generates four significant clusters containing nine local maxima ( Fig. 2C and Table 4 ). The right frontal cluster is largely confined to Brodmann areas 44, 45, 46, and the claustrum. This cluster extends across multiple anatomical boundaries including GFi, GFm and insula. The anterior cingulate/supplementary motor area (SM A) cluster is also extensive in the midline. SMA is defined here as the mesial Brodmann area 6 above the cingulate cortex. This midline cluster resides primarily in Brodmann areas 6, 32 and 24. The left 'insula' cluster overlaps the anterior border of the putamen and is not strictly defined by any single structure.
SMC-DEC generates one significant change cluster containing three local maxima (Fig. 2D, Table 5 ). It is restricted to the left middle temporal gyrus and resides in Brodmann area 21.
Response Time and rCBF correlations
RT versus rCBF positive correlations indicated which regions were associated with increasing blood f low rates in conjunction with increasing (longer) RTs (Fig. 3 ). These were generated using the mean accurate RT of accurate trials in each DEC scan (n = 48). The one significant cluster shows a maximum at (40, 18, 04) with a Z score equal to 3.83 (Zmax), which corresponds to an r value of 0.53 (P < 0.01) This cluster was entirely coextensive with the larger change region generated by the DEC-SMC subtraction in the right inferior frontal cortex.
The RT versus rCBF negative correlations reveal which regions are associated with increasing blood f low rates in conjunction with shorter RTs (Fig. 3) . Two regions are significant by spatial extent criteria. The cerebellum contains the largest cluster. Its maximum voxel is located at (06, -50, -04), Zmax = 4.74. The Z score of this voxel corresponded to an r value of -0.63 (P < 0.01). The rostrodorsal boundary of the right primary auditory cortex also contains a significant cluster; its maximum voxel is located at (32, -34, 20) , Zmax = 5.42. The Z score of this voxel corresponds to an r value of -0.69, (P < 0.01). A symmetrical cluster at the rostrodorsal boundary of the left primary auditory cortex, coordinates (-38, -36, 20) , exhibits a Z score value of 4.63; this corresponds to an r value of = -0.62 (P < 0.01).
Interregional rCBF correlations
A correlation matrix was generated between the four local maxima associated with RT, described above: right inferior frontal gyrus, right superior temporal gyrus, left superior temporal gyrus and midline cerebellum (Table 6 ). These correlations serve to suggest how these regions might work together. All six correlations were significant at the P < 0.01 level. Whereas the right frontal region correlates negatively with auditory and cerebellar regions, the three sensory/motor regions all correlate positively with one another.
Discussion
In summary these results indicate that normal subjects can be trained to recognize similar tones at a level of accuracy specified by the investigator when training is combined with systematic stimulus modification. When making these recognitions From the five change clusters eight local maxima are defined. Coordinates are in millimeters, relative to the anterior commissure, corresponding to the atlas of Talairach and Tournoux (1988) . Z scores are calculated by transformation of the t statistic to a unit Gaussian distribution. BA refers to Brodmann's area. All change scores are significant by spatial extent criteria at the P < 0.025 level.
Abbreviations: R, right; L, left; M, midline; CB, cerebellum; Ins, insula; GC, cingulate gyrus; GFd, dorsal aspect of the superior frontal gyrus; GFi, inferior frontal gyrus; GFm, medial aspect of the superior frontal gyrus; GO, orbital gyrus; GPoC, postcentral; GPrC, precentral gyrus; GTs, superior temporal gyrus; PCu, precuneus. Four significant change clusters contain nine local maxima.
See Table 2 for abbreviations. Four significant change cluster contain nine local maxima.
See Table 2 for abbreviations. This single large change cluster contains three local maxima in the left middle temporal gyrus.
See Table 2 for abbreviations.
(DEC-SMC), subjects enhance neural activity in right prefrontal, left insular, cerebellar and anterior cingulate cortex as well as an area which approximates the SM A, Brodmann's area 6. The patterns found in these contrasts generally agree with previous studies (Roland et al., 1981; Cohen et al., 1992; Zatorre et al., 1992 Zatorre et al., , 1994 Zatorre et al., , 1996 Raichle, et al., 1994; Drevets et al., 1995) . The data presented here extended these findings by using a difficult task in conjunction with extensive training. The behavioral and physiological variability associated with this task provides us with useful regional information; changes in local rCBF appear to be associated with the subject's RT when accuracy is held constant.
Sensory Motor Control Contrasted with Resting and Decision conditions (SMC-REST and SMC-DEC)
When contrasted with the REST condition, SMC predictably exhibits greater activation in primary auditory processing centers, the left transverse temporal gyrus and the right superior temporal gyrus. These sites are proximal to primary processing sites described by others (Roland et al., 1981; Zatorre et al., 1992 Zatorre et al., , 1994 Zatorre et al., , 1996 An additional positive activation site in the cerebellum was also expected due to the alternating finger press requirement (Zatorre et al., 1992) . But the enhanced activity in the right inferior and middle frontal gyri raise questions regarding the passive processing of tone stimuli in the right frontal cortex. Significant positive change clusters in the right middle and inferior frontal gyri are consistent with a pattern of activation generated by a tone pair perception/discrimination study (D. Boatman, personal communication) . Tone perception per se may be sufficient to engage the right frontal cortex. These data suggest that the right inferior frontal cortex will participate in mental operations involving tones, independent of their difficulty. Activation of this region may, however, require a motoric response (alternating finger pressing); passive tone listening in the absence of motor output may not be sufficient.
When SMC is contrasted with the DEC condition (SMC-DEC) the left middle temporal gyrus exhibits significantly lower rCBF during DEC than SMC. SMC-DEC generates a cluster in the left middle temporal gyrus. This may ref lect suppression of this region during a difficult nonspeech recognition task. The Left primary auditory cortex, superior temporal gyrus, negative correlation. These RT versus rCBF correlation maps were generated by performing linear regressions at each voxel. Significance was assessed using spatial extent criteria. Only clusters composed of connected voxels having a minimum Z score and a minimum volume meet criteria.
Table 6
Interregional correlations between response time sensitive locations Interregional correlations between the RT-sensitive regions. These data were taken from DEC scan data. See Figure 3 for coordinates used in conjunction with these regions. All correlations (Pearson product-moment correlations) are significant at the P < 0.01 level.
mid-temporal region has been implicated in object naming (Price et al. 1996) and visual matching (Haxby et al. 1994) .
When focused on a difficult nonspeech recognition task the subject may become more efficient if this left temporal region is suppressed or 'turned off'. These data suggest that nonspeech auditory recognition may be competitive with speech generation, especially when the nonspeech task is associated with a high error likelihood.
Resting Contrasted with the Sensory Motor Control Condition (REST-SMC)
Regions exhibiting greater activity in the REST condition than SMC indicate the changes in a subject who shifts from a resting/nondirected state to an active, focused condition. The network of regions may be associated with anticipation (Murtha et al., 1996) . The medial dorsal frontal gyrus (GFd) participates in numerous complex functions; its role in preparation and anticipation may be especially important in this particular context (Fuster, 1985) . Subjects lying supine, in a PET scanner, looking at the ceiling, without instructions, are in a novel environment in a state of anticipation. The obser vations by Cohen et al. (1992) indicate that medial frontal cortex becomes less active when subjects switch from a 'resting' inactive state, to a prolonged repetitive, easy tone detection task. In a laboratory setting the subject is in a state of preparation and anticipation until the assigned task begins. The high frontal, occipital and precuneus activity found in subjects during the REST phase of the study may represent and support a transitional state, one that is preparing to change, but one that has no specific goal other than to wait at that particular moment. The posterior/midline location of these clusters is consistent with Murtha's observations regarding anticipation (Murtha et al., 1996) and the cingulate cortex; two of the clusters overlap precuneus and posterior cingulate, regions associated with secondary visual processing. Optimal SMC performance may benefit from reduced activity in areas associated with visual attention.
Decision Contrasted with the Sensory Motor Control Condition (DEC-SMC)
The positive, DEC-associated, changes in the right inferior frontal gyrus and the anterior cingulate/SM A regions provide important evidence for a fronto-cingulate network associated with nonspeech auditory perception, recognition and memory. The activation in the left insular region points up the important connection between tone recognition and the activity of regions closely associated with speech production/perception (Cohen, et al., 1992; Zatorre et al., 1992 Zatorre et al., , 1994 Wilson et al., 1994) . In support of this connection, there were no significant changes in the left insula/operculum region during the SMC condition. Tone discrimination and recognition may generate an active circuit between the right and left insular regions. The cerebellum exhibits significant changes in both the SMC-REST and the DEC-SMC contrasts. Recent behavioral, anatomical and imaging studies emphasize an important role for this structure in cognitive processing (Leiner et al., 1986; Courchesne, 1991; Fiez et al., 1992; Grafman et al., 1992; Fiez, 1996) , motor planning (Kim et al., 1994; Middleton and Strick, 1994; Horwitz et al., 1995; Gao et al., 1996 , Raymond et al., 1996 and somatosensory discrimination (Gao et al., 1996) . The role of the cerebellum is partially clarified by its relationship with the RT of accurate trials determined in the DEC scans of this study, discussed below. Cerebellar blood f low increases as the RT of a subject becomes shorter during DEC scans; this is consistent with a behavioral planning component in the cerebellar response at the fast end of the subject's RT. Similarly, because blood f low to the cerebellum falls as the subject's RT increases, the resources represented by the cerebellum may become less useful to the decision as time progresses toward the slow end of the subject's RT.
Response Time versus rCBF Correlations
The behavioral dynamics of this task help explain the blood f low patterns described in these contrasts. In this particular task subjects are required to make their decisions within the 2 s fixed intertrial interval. The longer a subject waits to make a decision, the greater is the likelihood that the decision will be an error (Fig. 1) (Holcomb et al., 1996b) . This behavioral finding is consistent with reports reviewed by Luce (1986) . He points out that error RTs become slower than correct RTs when the task is difficult and when the emphasis or goal of the task is to be accurate (exactly the circumstances of this study). When the emphasis is on speed, error RTs are faster than correct times (Swensson, 1972) . The task used in the studies presented here was carefully modified to provide a specific level of difficulty (80% correct) and subjects were trained to achieve that level. The emphasis was on accuracy; errors became slower than correct responses as depicted in Figure 1 . These behavioral results are consistent with a model in which blood f low patterns associated with rapid correct decisions differ from patterns associated with slow correct recognitions.
A subject making a decision at 400 ms is more likely to make a correct decision than if the decision had been made at 1500 ms; the subject's blood f low patterns are also likely to be different. Short RTs are associated with a greater likelihood of accuracy and greater blood f low to sensory and motor processing areas. Long RTs are associated with the increasing likelihood of making an error, but there is also a positive increase in blood f low in the right frontal cortex in conjunction with a decline in blood f low in the superior temporal gyri and the cerebellum. The passage of time is associated with a progressive loss in one's likelihood of making a correct decision, the progressive decrease in blood f low to sensory/cerebellar regions and the rise in right frontal blood f low; these changes suggest that the passage of time may be an important element supporting the blood f low and behavioral changes. As time increases (e.g. no decision has been made), the likelihood of obtaining accurate information from resources residing in the auditory and cerebellar system falls. The frontal cortex may be a secondary resource, a separate information retrieval system associated with greater uncertainty or longer time delays. Because of its pivotal role in working memory, the right frontal region may be optimally suited to 'hold' or represent a stimulus for time intervals unsuitable for sensory and motor regions.
The right frontal cluster of voxels that exhibit a significant positive correlation between RT and rCBF coincides closely with clusters found by Grasby et al. (1994) and Grady et al. (1997) . These observations are consistent with the hypothesis that the right prefrontal cortex supports and participates in a neural network associated with working memory and effortful attentional demands. The greater the cognitive load, the greater is the activation of the right prefrontal cortex. Grady et al. (1997) , Pardo et al. (1991) , Petrides et al. (1993) , and Friedman and Goldman-Rakic (1994) have demonstrated that this region is particularly sensitive to tasks involving high cognitive loads, effortful working memory and sustained attention. In association with prolonged (>1 s) response delays, the frontal cortex may perform its 'working memory' role by holding a stimulus representation, and by suppressing a premature response.
Interregional rCBF Correlations
The local maxima of the four clusters associated with significant rCBF versus RT correlations were used to generate correlations with one another. This was done to ascertain to what extent the regions worked in concert with, or in direct opposition to one another. The cerebellum and left and right auditory cortices are associated with maximal blood f low during short RTs and accurate responses, and are positively connected to one another, negatively correlated with the right frontal cortex.
The inability to quickly identify a stimulus may prompt or permit the frontal cortex to 'search' for the correct answer; the passage of time may prompt the frontal cortex to suppress activity in the auditory/cerebellar system. Conversely, rapid (and certain) decision making may only be possible if frontal activity is suppressed for some time interval after the stimulus has been presented. Experimental manipulation of response delays in association with difficult and easy choices may help resolve some of these questions. It would, for example, be useful to know how frontal f low is altered by tasks in which the choices were known (fixed accuracy) but the motor response was forced to delay for some specified interval.
This dynamic f lexibility may be an important characteristic of normal adaptation to different levels of decision certainty. Single unit electrophysiological studies suggest that shifts in neural activity patterns may occur on a trial-by-trial basis (Richmond and Sato, 1987; Spitzer and Richmond, 1991) . A shift in visual attention from a simple to an ambiguous target appears to cause specific neurons in the inferior temporal gyrus to change firing patterns Spitzer and Richmond, 1991) .
The PET findings described here suggest that different brain regions may provide different problem-solving resources from one trial to the next. Future studies with fMRI may permit investigators to assess to what extent these correlation patterns ref lect trial-by-trial searches for optimal resources rather than average measurements acquired over an extended time interval.
